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ROBB EVANS & ASSOCIATES LLC 
Temporary Receiver of 

North America Marketing and Associates, LLC et al.  
 

REPORT OF TEMPORARY RECEIVER'S ACTIVITIES 
MAY 2, 2012 THROUGH MAY 18, 2012 

 
 
This report covers the activities of the Temporary Receiver1 since the inception of the 
temporary receivership.  This is the first Report to the Court on the progress of the 
temporary receivership.  It does not constitute an audit of financial condition and is 
intended only to provide information for use by the Court in assessing the progress of 
the temporary receivership. 
 
Custody, Control and Possession 
 
On May 4, 2012, the Temporary Receiver entered the business premises located at 
1400 Glenarm Place, Suite 301, Denver, CO.   
 
The Temporary Receiver secured the business premises by changing the locks and 
took custody, control, and possession of all assets and documents on the business 
premises.  The Temporary Receiver completed a photographic inventory of 
receivership assets, interviewed employees2 and obtained pertinent information from 
all employees on site. 
 
The Temporary Receiver was informed by employees that they were paid every two 
weeks.  However, approximately one month ago the currently operating entity 
reported it did not have enough funds to meet the payroll and a number of employees 
resigned. 
 
None of the individual defendants were at the premises.  As further described below, 
the Temporary Receiver had discussions with defendant Kimberly Birdsong.  The 
discussions included an agreement that Ms. Birdsong would ship to the Receiver's 
office all paper and electronic records of the Receivership Defendant entities that 
were in her residence. 
 

                                              
1  Reference to the Temporary Receiver in this report means the Temporary Receiver, the Temporary Receiver’s 
deputies, its staff, and its counsel. 
2 The Temporary Receiver was informed that approximately one month ago all employees had been reclassified from 
employee status to independent contractor status. 
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The Temporary Receiver served the Temporary Restraining Order on the property 
manager for the premises.  The lessee is Guaranteed Communications, LLC and the 
lease is guaranteed by Joseph Lowry.  The property manager told the Temporary 
Receiver that the lease payments were two months behind.  Under the terms of the 
lease, the unpaid amount is about $11,700. 
 
The Temporary Receiver served the Temporary Restraining Order on several UPS 
mail facilities and interviewed the manager of the facility located at 1550 Larimer St. in 
Denver.  The mail box at this facility was in the name of Precious Metals Resource, 
LLC and Joseph Lowry was the authorized signatory on the box.  The manager told 
the Temporary Receiver that he would hold the incoming mail and that Mr. Lowry 
had been picking up the mail twice a week.  
 
Business Operations 
 
There were eight employees on site when the Temporary Receiver took control of the 
premises.  The office manager, Kelly Garcia, told the Temporary Receiver that his 
supervisor was Kimberly Birdsong.  He also told the Temporary Receiver that he 
became office manager in July, 2011 and the sales scripts were provided to him by 
Kimberly Birdsong and Joseph Lowry. 
 
The office in Denver sold consumers only the primary or “front-end” product, which 
is the website.  No upsales or “back end” sales of the advertising and other marketing 
products was sold from this facility.  According to the administrative assistant who 
reported to Kimberly Birdsong, the back end sales were going to be moved to Denver 
and that Joseph Lowry would be supervising the back end sales.  On May 17, 2012 
Joseph Lowry and his attorneys completed a telephone conference with the Receiver 
and answered questions about the back end sales and operations, which were not 
located in Colorado. 
 
At the time the Temporary Receiver took control of the premises, the Denver office 
was actively selling three work-at-home online business opportunities through 
Precious Metals Resource, LLC.  The three online business opportunities consisted of 
a merchant processing program, a quick cash gold program, and an online shopping 
mall.  The Receivership Defendants used an auto dialer to contact consumers.  
Employees claimed that they had no knowledge of where the website designers or the 
sales agents that made the back end sales for advertising services were located. 
 
The Temporary Receiver reviewed numerous scripts that were used by the sales 
agents for front end products of Precious Metals Resource, LLC.  The Temporary 
Receiver also located and discussed scripts with the administrative assistant that were 
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for sale verification and customer welcoming (called “Fluff Scripts”) for the back end 
Superior Multimedia Group, LLC product.  During the sales call consumers were 
promised that an experienced business professional and marketing coach would work 
with the consumer free of charge to help promote the consumer’s business for the 
first year.   
 
When selling the merchant processing program, the sales agents would represent that 
they were recruiting Visa and MasterCard referral agents in the consumer’s 
geographical area.  The impression left with the Temporary Receiver from this 
particular script is that a consumer would have some type of close association with 
either Visa or MasterCard.  After a discussion of the merchant processing program, 
consumers were invited to listen to an audio presentation which purportedly describes 
the importance of credit card and debit card use for businesses and how the consumer 
could benefit by offering merchant processing services through their own website. 
 
One of the scripts reviewed by the Temporary Receiver listed some of the services 
claimed to be available to merchants through a consumer’s purchased website.  These 
purported services included: 
 

• Quick Cash Advance (up to $5,000,000 of which you would get 1.5% of the 
loaned amount. 

 
• Credit Card Processing (We can beat 9 out of 10 of our competitors to win 

customers for you and you would get 19% of the Monthly Processing Fees as 
long as they are active with us). 

 
• Equipment and Software (You would get up to $500 per terminal that your 

customers need). 
 

• Debit Card Processing (You get 10% of the Monthly Processing fees as long as 
they are an active customer with us). 

 
• E-Check Processing (You get 10% of the Monthly Processing fees as long as 

they are an active customer with us). 
 

• ATM Ownership (You would get up to $500 per ATM that your customers 
need). 

 
The Quick Cash Gold program suggested to a consumer that they would become a 
“Precious Metals Broker” for a “company that had been in business for 30 years.”  
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The consumers were told that their website customers would be paid 85% of the 
value of any precious metals they wanted to sell and that the remaining 15% profit 
would be split between Precious Metals Resource, LLC (40%) and the consumer 
(60%). 
 
When representing the online shopping mall program, the sales agents claimed that 
the Receivership Defendants had a relationship with many big companies and named 
a series of companies which included, Wal-mart, Starbucks, Priceline, Macy’s, Sony, 
Sears, Discover card, Buy.com and The Shopping Network.  Consumers were told 
that they could earn up to 20% on every dollar spent through their online mall.  The 
Temporary Receiver was unable to locate any agreements or correspondence with any 
of the named independent companies. 
 
The sales agents would offer a “Money-Back Guarantee.”  Consumers were told that 
“if the business is not for you, we will refund your activation fee right back to you, no 
questions asked.” 
 
Another script used for closing states that “The reason why we need you is because 
my company gets paid to create more business and leads for these Fortune 500 
companies.”  The Temporary Receiver was unable to locate any agreements or 
correspondence with any Fortune 500 companies. 
 
The Temporary Receiver located and reviewed scripts for National Opportunities, 
LLC that suggested the consumer could make a “life changing income” from an 
online shopping mall program.  Another script purportedly represented a company, 
Full Merchant Funding that offers a merchant processing program similar to the one 
currently being offered by Precious Metals Resource, LLC.  Neither of these scripts 
appeared to be in use at the present time, but were likely used by one of the 
predecessor entities.  
 
Currently, the cost of obtaining one or more of the websites ranges from $149 to 
$499.  Sales agents earned a base pay of $150 each week, based on a 40 hour week or 
would receive a commission, whichever was greater.  No sale was commissionable if it 
was below $149.  The Receivership Defendants deducted $30 from all sales as an 
administrative or processing fee and would retain a 10% reserve to cover cancelled 
sales or chargebacks.  The remaining amount was considered the commissionable 
volume.  The agents would receive 50% of the commissionable sales if they made two 
sales in a given week.  The agents’ share would increase to 75% if they made three or 
four sales in a week and the agents would receive 90% of the commissionable sale if 
they made five or more sales during the week. 
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The Temporary Receiver studied a sample payroll calculation package with schedules 
that included the sales to the consumers and calculation of the amounts due to the 
sales agents.  It appears the company was prepared to pay out almost 100% of the 
sales amount for the high number of front-end sales to have the opportunity to make 
the high priced back end sales for advertising and marketing services. 
 
Financial and Operating Documents and Information Turned Over to the 
Temporary Receiver 
 
After conferring with the Temporary Receiver, Kimberly Birdsong arranged to 
forward 28 boxes of documents and records.  Ms. Birdsong told the Temporary 
Receiver that she was the bookkeeper for some of the Receivership Defendants and 
she was not involved in the operations of the entities and had no information about 
the locations or employees for the back end sales.  Joseph Lowry forwarded a box of 
documents and records.  Ms. Birdsong and Mr. Lowry each turned over a flash drive, 
both stating it contained all electronic records related to the Receivership Defendant 
entities that were in their possession, including all available QuickBooks accounting 
files.  On May 17, 2012 Joseph Lowry and his attorneys had a telephone conference 
with the Temporary Receiver and Mr. Lowry answered all of the questions asked by 
the Temporary Receiver. 
 
The Temporary Receiver has been able to review, but not yet thoroughly study, the 
paper and electronic documents.  The Temporary Receiver has reviewed and studied 
the QuickBooks accounting files, which describe substantial sales to consumers but a 
current dismal financial condition for all entities.  However, the records indicate 
substantial payments to defendants in prior years.  The QuickBooks accounting 
records are discussed in a section below. 
 
Many of the boxes contain documents describing the front-end and, when they are 
completed, the back end sales to consumers, along with copies of charges to 
consumers’ credit cards.  Some of the documents maintained for individual 
consumers also include requests from consumers for refunds or cancellations of sales.  
However, there is usually no record of a refund or other resolution of the claim or 
request. 
 
The sale documents cover most of the month of 2009, most of the months of 2010 
and 2011, and the months of 2012.  The boxes also include some payroll calculation 
sheets, mostly in 2010.  One full box contains complaints from consumers and 
government agencies over the period January 2010 through February 2011.  Two full 
boxes contain sales files with a record of efforts to respond or confront and dispute 
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chargeback requests that were initiated by consumers, including correspondence in 
2012. 
 
The initial review of the electronic files concluded there was a set of documents and 
information, which did not present a detailed and cohesive record of the operations 
of the operating front-end organizations and operating back end operations.  Based 
on a review of available information, it appears the back end marketing generates 
about 20% of the sales by number and about 80% of the dollar volume.  During the 
conversation on May 17 with the Temporary Receiver, Joseph Lowry discussed the 
operations of the up sale or back end marketing.  Mr. Lowry told the Temporary 
Receiver he previously discontinued telemarketing arrangements with Carl Morris, and 
later with two experienced telemarketers that worked with Mr. Morris.  Mr. Lowry 
said he then entered into telemarketing arrangements with third-party organizations 
operating dialing rooms in Arizona and agreed to pay sales commissions of 65% of 
net sales collected. 
 
The third-party dialing rooms used their own leads to generate front-end sales, and 
were required to wait for a week before soliciting the back end up sale.  Mr. Lowry 
also maintained at least one sales person within his organization to follow-up and 
solicit up sales from the consumers that were sold the primary front-end products by 
his entities.  Mr. Lowry claimed his organization completed all recorded sale 
verifications and product fulfillment. 
 
The Temporary Receiver had not located scripts or operating details of the back end 
operations.  In the May 17 discussion, Mr. Lowry told the Temporary Receiver there 
were no scripts to follow for the back end sales.  Mr. Lowry stated he told sales 
personnel and the dialing room operators to discuss only the features and elements of 
the up sale offerings and not to state any guarantees of income or returns.  Mr. Lowry 
also confirmed that the entities purchased leads from suppliers only for the primary 
front-end sales, and dialing rooms provided and used their own leads. 
 
The Temporary Receiver has determined, and confirmed with Joseph Lowry, that the 
following entities operated together in the following chronology: 
 
Initial or Front-End Sales   Up Sales or Back end 
 
Paramount Marketing Group Online, LLC None 
 (Not a Named Defendant) 
 
National Opportunities, LLC   World Wide Marketing  

&Associates LLC 
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Initial or Front-End Sales   Up Sales or Back end 
 
North America Marketing   TM Multimedia Marketing LLC 
& Associates LLC 
 
Precious Metal Resources, LLC   Superior Multimedia Group, LLC 
 
The Temporary Receiver does not yet have access to the electronic databases that 
reportedly were maintained for each operating entity and hosted by third parties, 
possibly including Go Daddy, Inc.  Based on available information, and conversations 
with the employees on-site, these databases may have the details of both front-end 
and back end sales to each consumer, with complete contact and payment 
information. 
 
The electronic data turned over by Kimberly Birdsong included an Excel worksheet 
of the database for the front-end sales of North America Marketing and Associates, 
LLC, combined with the back end sales of TM Multimedia Marketing, LLC.  The 
database does not include any chargebacks or refunds.  However, the total adjusted 
sales compare closely to the combined QuickBooks profit and loss statements for the 
two entities.  Kimberly Birdsong confirmed that the two entities operated from 
January 2010 through March 2011, the time span reported on the Excel worksheet. 
 
The North America Marketing and Associates, LLC Excel worksheet details 2,338 
sales to consumers over the 15 month period, totaling $2,285,696.  The front-end 
sales were 80% of the number volume at 1,869 sales, but totaled only 14% of the 
dollar volume at $314,731.  The back end sales were 20% of the number volume at 
469 sales, but totaled 86% of the dollar volume at $1,970,965. 
 
Customer Service 
 
The Temporary Receiver reviewed comments from an on-site employee, and a related 
script, to describe the type and amount of customer service offered to consumers 
purchasing either or both of the front-end websites or the back end advertising and 
marketing packages.  The employee referred to the script as a "Fluff Script."  The 
employee tells new purchasers to call if they have any questions or concerns and that 
advertising packages, or visitors to the purchased website should begin within 7 to 10 
business days, and "we are absolutely looking forward to experiencing a long and 
prosperous future together."  The employee reported that was all the customer service 
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she was aware of and had no information or knowledge about how the advertising 
packages or web site traffic were provided. 
 
Financial Information 
 
Ms. Birdsong stated she turned over all electronic accounting data in her possession 
for the Receivership Defendants and their affiliates.  Under Tab 1 is a compilation of 
gross revenues of the Receivership Defendants and their affiliates3.  From April 2006 
to May 2012 the Receivership Defendants and their affiliates solicited approximately 
$17.9 million from consumers through seven different entities.  Of these seven 
entities, only Precious Metals Resource, LLC and Superior Multimedia Group, LLC 
were operational at the inception of the Temporary Receivership.   
 
The details below provide information about the dismal financial condition of the two 
remaining operating entities.  The combined total equity is negative ($31,000).   
 
Paramount Marketing Group Online, LLC 
 
While not a named Receivership Defendant, this appears to be an affiliated 
predecessor entity of the named Receivership Defendants.  Under Tab 2 is 
information the Temporary Receiver obtained from Internet searches.  This entity was 
formed in January 2006 and Joseph Lowry is listed as the registered agent and the 
individual who formed the limited liability company.  
 
Under Tab 3 are consumer complaints about this entity.  From the nature of the 
complaints, it appears this company had a similar business model to that of its 
successor companies. 
 
Under Tab 4 is a balance sheet obtained from the accounting records turned over by 
Ms. Birdsong.  The balance sheet at January 30, 2009 shows total negative equity of 
approximately ($45,000).  Capital contributions of approximately $210,000 and net 
income of $308,000 were consumed by owner draws of approximately $552,000.  
Also, under Tab 4 are profit and loss statements.  The largest expenses were for 
payroll and for the purchase of leads for consumer sales.   
 
 

                                              
3 The revenue stated on the profit and loss statements for each of the entities discussed below was adjusted by the 
Temporary Receiver.  Some of the entities included chargebacks in the income account and not as a separate line item.  
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National Opportunities, LLC 
 
Kimberly Birdsong confirmed the QuickBooks accounting records for this entity are 
missing, possibly from a prior computer failure.  She has located the 2009 federal 
income tax return and forwarded it to the Temporary Receiver.  The tax return shows 
2009 total sales were about $2.4 million.  The tax return also shows expenses slightly 
exceeded the revenue generated from sales and the operating loss for the year was 
$21.00. 
 
World Wide Marketing and Associates, LLC 
 
Under Tab 5 is a balance sheet obtained from the accounting records turned over by 
Ms. Birdsong.  The May 3, 2011 balance sheet for this up sale back end selling entity 
shows total equity of approximately $41,000, centered in a receivable from Joseph 
Lowry.  The balance sheet further documents that Joseph Lowry took net member 
draws totaling $457,425 and that Carl Morris took member draws totaling $620,125.  
The balance sheet also shows that Relief Defendant, Sheila Lowry, took member 
draws totaling $81,730. 
 
Also, under Tab 5 are profit and loss statements.  Total sales from November 2008 
through May 3, 2011 were $8.3 million.  Total net income for the period was $1.3 
million, which was mostly consumed by the member draws.  The profit and loss 
statements show a category titled Contract Labor totaling about $1.6 million.  The 
accounting details for this category show that approximately $2.1 million was paid to 
the front-end selling entity and Receivership Defendant, National Opportunities, LLC 
and that World Wide Marketing and Associates, LLC received approximately 
$555,000 from this same entity. 
 
North America Marketing and Associates, LLC 
 
Under Tab 6 is a balance sheet obtained from the accounting records turned over by 
Ms. Birdsong.  Also under Tab 6 are profit and loss statements.  The financial 
statements for this front-end selling entity reflect a dismal situation.  The balance 
sheet shows total negative equity of approximately ($334,000) centered in a note 
payable to Joseph Lowry of about $310,000 and payroll liabilities of $22,000.  The 
Temporary Receiver has not yet investigated the circumstances of the purported loan.  
Total sales for 2010, 2011 and the four months of 2012 were $238,000.  Total 
expenses were $572,000, creating a net loss of $334,000. 
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Time Management Multimedia, LLC 
 
Under Tab 7 is a balance sheet for this back end selling entity obtained from the 
accounting records turned over by Ms. Birdsong.  The balance sheet dated March 28, 
2012 shows total negative equity of approximately ($181,000), centered in a loan from 
Joseph Lowry of about $173,000 and payroll liabilities of $12,000.  The balance sheet 
also shows that Joseph Lowry and Kimberly Birdsong each took $87,000 as member 
draws.  Also, under Tab 7 are profit and loss statements for the periods 2009, 2010, 
2011, and March 28, 2012.  Total income was $1.8 million generating a loss of $7,000.   
 
The profit and loss statements show payments to Relief Defendant, Carl Morris, 
totaling about $78,000.  The profit and loss statements also show an account titled 
Transfer.  The transaction details for the Transfer account show transfers to and from 
the following Receivership Defendants’ bank accounts: 
  

Transfers Transfers 
To From 

North America Marketing and Associates, LLC $160,495.58 $106,797.51 
World Wide Marketing & Associates, LLC $3,047.91 $0.00 
Precious Metals Resource, LLC $27,284.54 $11,730.18 
Superior Multimedia Group, LLC $422,131.73 $23,666.65 
Guaranteed Communications, LLC $49,876.94 $4,335.00 

 
 
Precious Metals Resource, LLC 
 
Under Tab 8 is a balance sheet obtained from the accounting records turned over by 
Ms. Birdsong.  Also, under Tab 8 are profit and loss statements.  The financial 
statements for this front-end selling entity reflect a dismal situation.  The balance 
sheet dated April 25, 2012 shows total negative equity of approximately ($103,000) 
centered in an unidentified loan of $33,000, payroll liabilities of $56,000, and an 
overdrawn bank account and asset transfer account of $14,000.  Total income for 
2011 and the four months of 2012 is $221,000.  Total expense of $324,000, including 
$306,000 for payroll expense, created a net loss of $103,000. 
 
Superior Multimedia Group, LLC 
 
Under Tab 9 is a balance sheet obtained from the accounting records turned over by 
Ms. Birdsong.  The balance sheet for this up sale back end selling entity shows total 
equity of approximately $72,000, centered in a loan due from a Member of $158,000.  
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Bank accounts and other current assets are shown as overdrawn by $27,000.  Member 
draws totaled $157,883.  Of this amount Joseph Lowry was paid $78,833 and 
Kimberly Birdsong was paid $79,050. 
 
Also, under Tab 9 are profit and loss statements.  Total income for 2011 and the 
period ending May 7, 2012 was $2.16 million, net of approximately $48,000 of 
chargebacks.  Net income was about $72,000, after total expenses of 2.09 million.  
Professional Fees totaling approximately $1.5 million4 is the largest expense item.  The 
table below lists the following individuals and entities that were paid $50,000 and 
more and classified as Professional Fees. 
 

Imperial Marketing  $   414,850.14 
Victory SMI LLC       226,041.56 
Best All Around, LLC       129,658.37 
Robert M Mills        101,893.25 
Christopher DeVere         86,250.00 
John Gilreath         70,835.00 
Victor J Lechuga         69,035.00 
Affinity Technologies LLC         55,751.00 
Others       340,061.70 
Total  $ 1,494,376.02 

 
The Temporary Receiver obtained public information that shows the Defendant 
Alyisse Tramel is the Member of Imperial Marketing L.L.C. (Tab 10). 
 
The Temporary Receiver obtained public information that shows that Sean Burton is 
the President and Director of Victory SMI, Inc. and the Manager of The Best Around 
LLC.  The corporate names in the public information differ slightly from the names 
listed in the accounting records.  However, Joseph Lowry told the Temporary 
Receiver that the names in the accounting records are Sean Burton’s entities. 
 
Guaranteed Communications, LLC 
 
Under Tab 11 is a balance sheet obtained from the accounting records turned over by 
Ms. Birdsong.  Also, under Tab 11 are profit and loss statements.  This entity appears 
to have been used for the sole purpose of paying rent for the Denver office space. 
 
 

                                              
4 The Temporary Receiver believes this amount may be overstated by about $10,000 due to the fact some checks could 
not be cashed because of the Temporary Restraining Order and asset freeze. 
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Bank Accounts 
 
The Temporary Receiver served the Temporary Restraining Order on all known 
financial institutions and merchant processors that were used by the Receivership 
Defendants.  Currently, the funds frozen in the Receivership Defendants’ accounts 
total $156,638.155 (Tab 12).  Most of the frozen funds are in merchant processing 
accounts. The Temporary Receiver is continuing to confirm the balances of bank 
accounts and merchant accounts of the Receivership Defendants, and working with 
other financial institutions and merchant processors concerning the turnover of 
funds.   
 
Respectfully submitted, 
 
 /s/ 
 
Robb Evans & Associates LLC 
Temporary Receiver 

                                              
5  Some of the funds held by merchant processors may be subject to future charge backs. 





Robb Evans Assoicates LLC
Temporary Receiver of North America Marketing and Associates, LLC et al.
Preliminary Compilation of Gross Revenues from the Common Enterprise

Paramount Marketing Group Online, LLC 2,515,235.00$       
National Opportunities, LLC 2,465,712.00        
World Wide Marketing & Associates, LLC 8,280,148.74        
North America Marketing and Associates, LLC 266,061.59           
Time Management Multimedia, LLC 1,903,124.72        
Precious Metals Resource, LLC 235,882.70           
Superior Multimedia Group, LLC 2,291,424.71        
Total 17,957,589.46$     
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